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CHAPTERR 2 

THEE VIETNAMESE CONTEXT OF TEACHING 
ANDD LEARNING ENGLISH 

Inn this chapter, I wil l present the context of teaching and learning English in Vietnam since the national 
unificationn (1975). 1 will examine the socio-political and economic changes that have contributed to the 
decisionn according to which foreign language is to be taught in the educational system and the resulting 
foreignn language policy that is supposed to promote foreign language learning. A synopsis of English 
languagee education in secondary and higher education, together with the learning results will then be 
discussed.. The last section presents empirical results on the quality of teaching and learning English in 
secondaryy education and in English Language Teachers Training (ELTT) programs at tertiary level, dis-
cussescusses the communicative needs of Vietnamese learners of English, and what action is necessary to meet 
thee learners' needs in learning English. 

1.. SOCIO-POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC CONTEXTS AND THE TEACHING 
ANDD LEARNING OF ENGLISH SINCE 1975 

Thee socio-political and economic framework of the country has determined the 
choicee of a foreign language in general and English in particular to be taught in 
Vietnam.. From 1954 until the political changes in Eastern Europe, the principal for-
eignn language for international communication of Socialist Republic of Vietnam was 
Russian.. In the south of the country, French was the first foreign language up to 
19544 (the end of French colonialism) and then English up to 1975 (the national re-
unification).. Since 1975, two big shifts in foreign language instruction have been 
observed:: the shift to Russian (1975-1986) and then to English language (1986-
present). . 

1.11.1 Russian (1975-1986) 

Afterr 1975, in the North of the country, Russian remained as the first foreign lan-
guagee in secondary schools and tertiary level. Russian majors always outnumbered 
thee combined enrolments in other foreign languages (English, French, and Chinese) 
(Do,, 2000). 

Thee situation was different in the South, where English used to have the leading 
statuss before 1975. After 1975, Russian was introduced. The two main reasons for 
thee decline of the teaching and learning of English in the country were (1) the na-
tionalizationn of all schools that offered Russian as the first foreign language, and (2) 
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thee weakening of all commercial transactions with capitalist nations. In higher edu-
cation,, English major intakes dramatically decreased. 

Inn the late 1970s, the quota for English teacher training decreased by about two 
thirdss (2/3) in colleges and universities in the South (Do, 2000). 

Inn the whole country, the spread of Russian was promoted with the support from 
thee Soviet Union. Through educational development programs, hundreds of Viet-
namesee students and teachers were sent to the Soviet Union to study at graduate and 
post-graduatee level. 

AboutAbout a decade after the national reunification (1975-1985), Vietnam experi-
encedd an economic decline (Nguyen & Crabbed, 2000). In 1986, the Vietnamese 
governmentt decided to expand relations with foreign countries and adopt the mar-
ket-orientedd economy. As a result, the role of foreign languages besides Russian, 
especiallyy English, critical to the development of the country, began to be recog-
nized. . 

1.21.2 English (1986-present) 

Thee open-door policy in Vietnam attracted English-speaking foreigners to Vietnam. 
Thee influx of foreign investors from Asian countries, Australia and the European 
Union,, strongly supported the use of English within these foreign companies in the 
beginningg of the 1990s. Within the context of international business development, 
thee importance of English language use increased. Its status and role were officially 
acknowledgedd and programs were initiated to promote English language learning. 
Thee acknowledgement of status and role of English has been observed in these three 
manifestations: : 

1)) The student numbers in teaching programs for English language teachers at col-
legess and universities has doubled every year since 1993 (Nguyen, 1998). 

2)) For secondary education, the national English Language Teaching textbook 
seriess was written (1989-1992). Most secondary schools (except the ones in 
remotee areas which suffer a shortage of teachers) include English lessons in the 
curriculum. . 

3)3) From 1993, foreign languages, especially English, have been increasingly cho-
senn and command of a foreign language is required of all students (irrespective 
off  their academic major), teaching staff and government officials. College and 
universityy students have to pass the foreign language exam as one of the re-
quirementss for graduating from a university program. For teaching staff, foreign 
languagee proficiency is a pre-requisite in post-graduate education and staff 
promotion.. Government officials are required to learn foreign languages, espe-
ciallyy English, by the Decree signed in 1995 by the Prime Minister. 

2.. ENGLISH INSTRUCTION IN VIETNAMESE SECONDARY EDUCATION 

Thee following sections present a picture of English language instruction in secon-
daryy education in Vietnam, by examining the time provided for instruction, the goals 
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inn English learning, the materials used in English language classes, the role of teach-
erss and learners and methods of assessment. 

2.12.1 The provision of time 

Generall  education in Vietnam consists of 12 grades: grade 1-5 (primary school for 
childrenn for the age range 6-11), grade 6-9 (lower secondary education for the age 
rangee 12-15) and grade 10-12 (upper secondary school for the age range 16-18). 
Foreignn languages are taught to children from grade 6 to grade 12. As far as English 
iss concerned, it is being taught in almost all secondary schools throughout the coun-
try.. Children in almost all grades have three forty-five-minute lessons per week; 
childrenn in grade 6 have four. 

2.22.2 The goals 

Itt is generally assumed that after 700 hours (about 50 hours per semester) of English 
inn secondary education, children will have mastered basic English phonetics and 
grammarr and know a minimum of 2,000 vocabulary items (Nguyen & Crabbe, 
2000).. A document on English language curriculum goals issued by the Ministry of 
Educationn and Training (MOET) (1997), which reflects the government language 
policy,, specifies eight goals of foreign language teaching in secondary education 
(Nguyenn & Crabbe, 2000). I grouped the eight goals in three clusters. 

1)) Culture goals: English instruction in secondary education aims to develop the 
students'' knowledge and attitudes towards using English as a tool for learning 
aboutt other cultures and a method for establishing links with members of other 
culturescultures for the development of mutual understanding. Students will learn more 
aboutt Vietnamese cultures through other peoples' cultures. 

2)2) Linguistic goals: English instruction in secondary education aims to enable 
studentss to become effective language users by developing their language 
skills.. These skills help students to gain insights into their Vietnamese lan-
guage,, which will contribute to a better overall linguistic competence in the 
motherr tongue. 

3)) Learner autonomy development goals: English instruction in secondary educa-
tionn aims at the students' personal development (self-confidence, learning 
skills,, and personal strategies), enabling students to use English for accessing 
informationn and communicating in their further academic work. These goals 
aree motivating factors for students to continue to develop their personal lan-
guagee skills independently beyond the classroom. 

2.32.3 The materials 

2.3.11 The EL T textbook series 

Thee series of ELT textbooks currently used in Vietnamese secondary education con-
sistss of seven students' books. English 6-9 are for lower secondary and English 10-
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1212 are for upper secondary level. These books were designed and written by a group 
off  Vietnamese textbook writers in the MOET from 1989 to 1992. There are no au-
dio-visuall  resources to accompany the textbooks. In practice, teachers record their 
ownn voice or ask foreigners in Vietnam to tape the lessons in these books. The 
bookss at the lower level have a bilingual approach and at advanced level, the em-
phasiss is on English as the language of instruction. Table 2.1 presents available text-
bookk series package. 

TableTable 2.1. Available ELT textbook series package 

TitlesTitles Students' books Teachers ' manuals Publication year 

Englishh 6 

Englishh 7 

Englishh 8 

Englishh 9 

Englishh 10 

Englishh 11 

Englishh 12 

V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 

V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 

1989 9 

1990 0 

1990 0 

1991 1 

1991 1 

1992 2 

1992 2 

Thee following section will describe the aims and the allocation of time for activities 
inn each of the four language skills in these textbooks. 

2.3.22.3.2 Aims 

Noo aims are stated in the students' hooks for lower secondary level (English 6- 9). 
AA section in the introduction of English 10 and English 11 stated that the books 

aree designed to provide a comprehensive course for upper secondary students who 
havee completed the series of English books in lower secondary level. The books 
continuee to train the students' four skills: listening comprehension, speaking, read-
ingg and writing, but gradually focuses on developing reading (Tu, Phan, & May, 
1991).. In the introduction to English 12, it is stated that the aim of the book is to 
helpp students review and systematize the materials they have studied and continue to 
trainn their four language skills: listening comprehension, speaking, reading and writ-
ing.. In English 12, more emphasis is placed on the development of students' reading 
skillss (Tu, May, Ho, & Phan, 1992). 
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2.3.32.3.3 Proportion of activities for the four skills 

Thee opportunities for students' skills to be trained via activities are shown in Figure 
2.1. . 

Englishh English English English English English English 
66 7 8 9 10 11 12 

II  Listening  Speaking D Reading D Writing 

FigureFigure 2.1. Percentage of activities in the textbook series allocated to the four language skills 
(Nguyen(Nguyen & Crabbe, 2000). 

Fromm figure 2.1, it is clear that at beginners' level (except grade 6), the emphasis is 
onn activities devoted to listening and speaking, and at the more advanced level, the 
proportionn for reading and writing activities take up almost two thirds of the time in 
thee textbook. It should be noted that in these ELT textbooks, building sentences by 
usingg suggested grammatical structure(s) under exploration are perceived as writing. 
Inn fact, it can be considered as grammar instruction if we define "writing" as writing 
forr communicative purposes. Though labeled as writing, these activities largely fo-
cuss on conscious and analytical study of structure (Le, 2000). This effect is the result 
off  the exam-oriented approach, which has been traditionally rooted in the culture of 
learningg in ancient Vietnam. At the end of grade 12, students have to take the final 
secondaryy exam, in which English is a compulsory subject. In this exam, reading 
(i.e.,, reading comprehension and answering questions) and "perceived" writing (i.e., 
combiningg sentences with the knowledge of grammatical structures) are areas that 
aree supposed to be tested. 

Nguyenn & Crabbe (2000: 8) observed how these textbooks have been used in 
secondaryy schools, 

..... Materials are used as script when they dictate the order and content of what is to be 
covered.. The teacher typically works through one activity after another in the textbook 
andd although some variations from the script may occur, the result is nevertheless a lin-
earr coverage of the agenda set by the book.... 
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Nguyenn (2000: 8) adds, 

.... The dominant model of materials use in Vietnam is a materials-as-script model. 

Thee grammar-based and norm-referenced examinations result from the use of mate-
rials-as-scriptt model. This could explain why teachers of English focus more on 
languagee knowledge rather than language use and more on receptive skills than pro-
ductivee skills (Le, 2000). 

Sincee the academic year 2002-2003, a new textbook series for lower secondary 
schoolss (English 6, 7, 8) has been piloted in some urban schools in Vietnam. English 
99 wil l be piloted in the academic year 2005-2006. The book series place equal em-
phasiss on the development of the four language skills: listening, speaking, reading 
andd writing. In terms of the topics, these textbooks are Vietnamese-based. The re-
searcherr has not so far been informed of empirical results from the pilot of this new 
textbookk series. 

2.42.4 Teachers' and learners' roles 

Thee major philosophical tradition that has influenced the culture of teaching in Viet-
namm is Confucianism. The basic Confucian teachings provided a model for social 
relationss (Mar, 1981 cited in Ellis, G., 1994), which have shaped teacher-student 
relationshipss in the Vietnamese educational system. The position of the teacher is 
highlyy respected both inside and outside school. At school, students are supposed to 
learnn how to behave first and then learn the subject. It would be very rude to misbe-
havee to a teacher verbally or non-verbally. 

Thee English learning environment in Vietnamese classrooms could be described 
ass a "cultural island" (Le, 2000) in which the teacher is supposed to be the provider 
off  knowledge of the target language. The focus of instruction is on the language 
structuree more than on its use. It means that a comprehensive mastery of grammati-
call  structures of the English language is an expected pre-requisite for teachers in 
teachingg their students. Another role the teacher is supposed to assume is a feedback 
giver.giver. Whenever a student makes a mistake, the teacher is expected to interrupt the 
studentt at once and correct it. If the teacher does not correct the student's mistake, it 
iss seen as a shortcoming and the teacher is deemed incompetent. Students' learning 
outcomess are evaluated within a product-oriented framework, so teachers assume 
anotherr role of an evaluator who grades students' performance on tests and exams 
andd makes the final decisions on a students' grade, which in turn are an indicator of 
successs or failure in learning. As mentioned earlier, English teaching and learning is 
examination-driven,, which leads to another role of the teacher as a high-pass-rate 
guarantor.guarantor. As is to be expected, what and how the teacher teaches is dictated by the 
requirementss of the examination and is not linked to the learning needs of individual 
students. . 

Inn such a teaching context, students are expected to be the good listeners and 
goodd imitators of their teacher. In Kennett and Knight (1999)'s words, sitting in 
rowss of immobile tables and chairs, students' learning follows the hierarchy of first 
listeningg to the teacher, then repetition and then copying models. Most of the time, 
classroomm interaction is one-way, between the teacher and the individual student. 
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Studentss will answer the teacher's question when asked. Interruptions, arguments 
andd asking for clarification are hardly observed. At the end of the semester, students 
aree expected to "return" (Le, 2000) what they have learned in their lessons in ex-
aminations.. This requires rote learning. 

Itt has been observed that teachers hold a key role in the transmission of knowl-
edgee and as a learning quality guarantor. With such roles of the teachers, students 
aree not provided with the opportunities to take an active role for their learning. 

2.52.5 Assessment 

Inn Vietnam, learning is strongly examination-focused. Examinations in English are 
composedd to test the students' knowledge of grammatical structures and vocabulary. 
Thee final score during a semester in lower or upper secondary level is generally the 
combinationn of the scores of one oral test, two fifteen-minute in-class written tests, 
onee one-hour in-class written test and one two-hour in-class final semester written 
examination.. In the oral test, the teacher normally asks students the meanings of 
wordss or comprehension questions after having read a text. Sometimes in oral tests, 
studentss are expected to build sentences using given cued words they construct on 
thee basis of their knowledge of grammar. The paper tests or examinations are largely 
grammar-based.. The grammar section is most often tested in the form of multiple-
choice.. Reading a text and answering the questions, or giving the synonyms or anto-
nymss of the words and writing (sentence building) are the most common formats 
usedd in testing and examinations. 

Overall,, English in secondary schools in Vietnam demonstrates the teacher-
centeredd approach to teaching. Here, the teacher, constrained by the curriculum (in 
thiss case, the textbook), decides the learning purposes and learning paths and evalu-
atess the learning outcomes of transmitted knowledge via norm-referenced examina-
tions. . 

Thee following section will present the context of teaching and learning English 
inn the English Language Teachers Training (ELTT) programs in universities in 
Vietnam.. The provision of time for training, the training goals and the materials 
usedused in these programs, the roles of teachers and students and types of assessment 
wil ll  be examined. 

3.. ENGLISH INSTRUCTION IN ELTT PROGRAMS AT UNIVERSITY LEVEL 

3.13.1 Provision of time for training 

ELTTT programs in universities grant a Bachelor degree in English Language Teach-
ing.. After graduation, graduate student teachers wil l work as teachers of English 
withinn the secondary school system. It normally takes students in these programs 
fourr academic years (eight semesters) with about 2.400 in-class study hours to com-
pletee all courses required for graduation. In semester 6, arrangements are made for 
studentss to visit secondary schools and observe how English is taught and in semes-
terr 8, they wil l be "practicing teachers". 
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Besidess courses offered in Vietnamese during the four years, students are required to 
finishh about 1.800 study hours for courses in English. These four-year programs 
normallyy consist of two phases. It should be noted that the MOET has decided that 
att tertiary level each university can develop and adapt its own curriculum within the 
nationalnational curriculum framework (Pham, 2000). This could provide an explanation for 
somee variation in time distribution and course options in ELTT programs in the 
wholee country. Table 2.2 summarizes the two main variations in course options in 
ELTTT programs. 

TableTable 2.2. The two main variations of course options in ELLT programs 

Semesters Semesters TypesTypes of courses offered VariationVariation 1 

V V 
V V 
V V 

Nott offered 

V V 
V V 

V V 
V V 
V V 

VariationVariation 2 

V V 
V V 
V V 
V V 

V V 
V V 

V V 
V V 
V V 

Semesterss 1 to 3 

Semesterss 4 to 8 

Languagee skills 

Englishh grammar 

Coursess in Vietnamese 

Languagee skills 

Coursess in Vietnamese 

Linguistics,, Literature, 

Culturee and society and Translation 

Englishh Language Teaching methodology 

Schooll  visits 

Teachingg practicum 

Withh the presumption that one should master basic language skills in English before 
onee can take content courses in English, most ELTT programs in universities are 
designedd so that in phase 1 (the first three semesters) the emphasis is on courses on 
languagee skills and grammar. These are intended to develop students' language 
skillss by providing knowledge of the structure of the language. Students also take 
contentt courses in Vietnamese (e.g., philosophy). In phase 2, content courses (e.g., 
Linguistics,, American and British Literature, American, British Culture and Society 
andd ELT Methodology, Translation: Theories and Practice) are offered in English. 

Forr other ELTT programs in universities, working on the philosophy that 'skills' 
shouldd be given the opportunity to be trained and developed over a longer period 
thann the first three semesters, courses on language skills (no longer with the empha-
siss on grammar) in these programs are offered throughout the Bachelor's program. 
However,, a decrease of in-class study hours for language skills has been observed in 
thee curriculum of these universities. The underlying reason for this decrease is that 
uponn completing phase 1, students are supposed to have mastered basic language 
skills.. In the second phase, courses on language skills focus more on helping stu-
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dentss to develop their foreign language skills rather than continuing to teach basic 
skills.. Together with advanced language skills courses, second phase courses includ-
ingg ELT methodology, British/American Culture and Society, British/American Lit-
erature,, Linguistics, Translation: Theory and Practice are offered. 

Thee study hours English students can achieve in each semester vary from 165 to 
300,, depending on the amount of content courses in Vietnamese offered in individ-
uall  semesters. The amount of study hours of all courses in Vietnamese and English 
togetherr in one semester will not exceed 420. 

3.23.2 The goals 

Fromm descriptions of some ELTT programs and from my personal communications 
withh individual teachers teaching in ELTT throughout Vietnam, the goals of ELTT 
programss in Vietnam, besides providing moral, physical, aesthetic and country-
lovingg educational aims, English language learning in particular can be summarized 
underr two main headings: 

1)) Language skills and professional skills development goals: The overall goals of 
ELTTT programs are to develop students' language skills and equip them with 
knowledgee of English linguistics, American/British literature, American/British 
culture/societyy and especially the professional skills (teaching skills), which 
helpp serve their teaching career in secondary schools. 

2)2) Learner autonomy development goals: The programs aim to develop students' 
personall  and independent learning skills, which they will continue to use after 
theirr graduation from the programs. 

3.33.3 The materials 

Wee should emphasize again that the MOET has decided that each university may 
developp and adapt its own curriculum within the national curriculum framework. 
Nevertheless,, the curriculum at many tertiary institutions is not needs based (Pham, 
2000).. Textbooks are considered "curricula": "The curriculum in Vietnam is just the 
textbookss associated with the teachers' books" (Brogan, 1998 as cited in Pham, 
2000:: 5). The new arrival or the recommendations of "pre-packaged knowledge" 
textbookss (Wessner, 2001, personal communication) for language skills and content-
coursess from America, Britain and Australia brings along frequent changes in "cur-
ricula""  in these programs. It is certain that these textbooks do not consider the Viet-
namesenamese learners' needs. 

3.43.4 Teachers' and students' roles 

Thee influence of the traditional philosophy of learning and teaching of Confucian-
ism,, even in higher education, implies that there are few observable differences be-
tweenn learning and teaching in universities and secondary schools. 

Itt is generally believed that it is almost impossible to change the perceived stu-
dents'dents' passiveness in learning, while language classrooms in Vietnam remain 
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teacher-centered,, focusing on grammatical items (Pham, 2000). Therefore, the main 
rolee of the teacher is the planner of the lessons and transmitter of knowledge. Com-
municationn is usually from teacher to student or students to teacher. Pair work and 
groupp work is sometimes observable. Students coming to class expect the teachers to 
explainn the vocabulary, grammatical or sentence structures. They usually believe 
theyy can barely say anything before acquiring "enough" grammar rules and vocabu-
laryy (Nguyen, 1998; Pham, 1998). At this level, students also expect teachers to cor-
rectt their mistakes or errors in speaking and writing as soon and often as possible. 
Soo teachers assume the role of linguistic correctors in students' oral and written 
performance.. And at the mid-term or/and the end of the semester, the teacher will 
writewrite the questions for the exams, grade the students' exam papers and decide on 
studentsstudents final scores by assessing the finished product in the students' examinations. 
Thee final scores are considered as indicating students' achievement level. 

Similarr to learning and teaching in secondary schools, learning at university 
levell  is generally considered to be the process of accumulating knowledge, analyz-
ingg and memorizing information in books rather than the acquisition of practical 
skills.. What students are expected to do is attend class, listen to the teacher's expla-
nationsnations and take notes. Learning is characterized by "meticulous attention to linguis-
ticc and stylistic details rather than communicative skills" (Pham, 2000: 4). In this 
process,, finishing the assignments (classroom participation) and passing the final 
examinationsexaminations is the final role a student is expected to assume. 

3.53.5 Assessment 

Typess of assessment are largely determined by institutional policy. Two types of 
assessmentt are dominant. 

Inn most ELTT programs, students are assessed by a combination of the score in 
thee in-class mid-term examinations (30% of the final grade) and final examinations 
(70%% of the final grade). Assessment in this type of program is totally product-
orientedd (type 1). 

Inn some ELLT programs, students' classroom participation will account for 30% 
off  the final grade and the in-class final exam will contribute 70% of the final grade. 
Thee final grade awarded for the course will be the combination of these two and it is 
clearr that assessment in this type of program is a combination of process and product 
orientation,, with more emphasis on the product (type 2). 

Whetherr or not students are able to pass a course depends on their production 
duringg these exams. A students' progress in improving performance during the se-
mesterr is not taken into account (Ton, 2002) in a type 1 assessment, and only par-
tiallyy in a type 2 assessment. 

Havingg reviewed the provision of time, the goals, the teaching materials, the 
teachers'teachers' and students' roles and assessment in teaching and learning English at 
secondaryy schools and ELTT programs in Vietnam, it is now time to turn to the em-
piricall  results (learning outcomes and communicative needs) from the two contexts 
off  teaching and learning English, at secondary schools and ELTT programs at uni-
versities. . 
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4.. EMPIRICAL RESULTS 

4.14.1 The learning outcomes 

SecondarySecondary level. Empirical results from a questionnaire survey conducted in an ur-
bann high-quality secondary school by Nguyen (2004) showed that grammar and vo-
cabularyy are what these students learn most often in their lessons of English and 
listeningg and speaking the least, while perceived writing (i.e., combining sentences, 
usingg grammatical rules) and reading are in between these two. The results also re-
vealedd that 57.4 % of students do not agree that they can use English for communi-
cation.. Four reasons given for their communicative incompetence are (1) shyness, 
(2)) shortage of vocabulary, (3) a lack of opportunity to practice listening and speak-
ingg skills, and (4) the absence of an English-speaking environment. During the years 
off  learning English at secondary schools, students experience listening and speaking 
leastt often. Though grammar and vocabulary are taught more often than language 
skills,, students do not have the opportunity to communicate in English for genuine 
purposess and use their vocabulary in real communication, which could explain the 
incompetencee in using English to communicate as reported by the participants in the 
study. . 

UniversityUniversity level. A study conducted by Tran (1996) indicated that only about 35% of 
studentss graduating from ELTT programs at a university are qualified for teaching at 
secondaryy schools. The result is even less positive when considering an estimate 
fromm teachers at various institutions that in an ELTT class just 10 out of 50 students 
aree qualified to teach in secondary schools (Pham, 2000). 

Thee result of Pham's (2000) case study showed that most graduates from ELT 
programss lack confidence in their professional skills and their great need is to be 
trainedd not only in teaching skills but also in language skills. 

Thee result of teacher-students roles in the classrooms, the lack of genuine com-
municationn (in terms of input and output) and examination-oriented instructions are 
thatt (1) many students earn good grades in their exams as a "reward" for their 
knowledgee of language structures, linguistic details or knowledge of linguistics but 
faill  to communicate effectively in real life (Le, 2000) and (2) the concept of learner 
autonomyy or learner independence seems to be new (Pham, 2000). In the newsletter 
"Studyingg abroad: What have I learned?", Phan (2004:1), after his learning experi-
encee in a graduate program in the US, states, 

.... Studying abroad, I have learned much. I have learned what I have not learned during 
myy 12 years of secondary education and years at university.... I have learned how to 
learnn independently. Students have to exploit the resources in the library to their utmost, 
whichh helps develop autonomy in studying and doing research. Working by this way, 
whenn knowledge has been constructed, they are in learners' mind. In Vietnam, we do 
nott even have enough time for rote learning, let alone going to the library for doing 
searching.. As a result, after the exam, knowledge "goes back" to the teachers. 
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4.24.2 Why do students wish to learn English? 

Thee most significant foreign language research project, a questionnaire survey (Do, 
2000)) on a national scale (N = 641) contributing to the foreign language policy in 
thee country, was conducted from September 1995 to February 1996. It aimed to in-
vestigatee university students' attitudes towards foreign language education policy, 
theirr attitudes towards the choice and use of English, their motivation for English 
languagee learning and the impact of English language on higher education. The re-
sultt showed that 68.6% of the participants believed that English is the most impor-
tantt foreign language and the most frequently used language, so it should become 
thee most important foreign language taught in Vietnam. The study also disclosed 
threee main reasons for students to learn English as a vehicle for communication: (1) 
accessaccess to the world's knowledge and skills in science and technology, (2) better jobs 
andd (3) overseas study. The study also shows that learning English for personal rea-
sonss like enjoying more entertainment, having more fun and satisfaction or because 
ofof interesting English lessons did not appear to be motivating factors for the learning 
off  English. 

Thesee three main reasons have implications for the curriculum. If learners aim at 
gettinggetting access to the world's knowledge and technology, they need especially to be 
competentt in reading and listening in English. If one aims at having a better job, all 
fourr language skills are required: speaking, listening, reading and writing. To study 
abroad,abroad, learners must be equipped with competences in listening, reading, writing 
andd speaking. So, what learners need is communicative competence to use English 
forr professional purposes. The goals of foreign language instruction at secondary 
schoolss and at university level in the Vietnam both emphasize the "learner auton-
omy""  goal. Language learning is a life-long endeavor and it is a fact that no foreign 
orr second language classrooms can teach students all that they need in their lives for 
communicationn outside the classroom. Learner autonomy in foreign language learn-
ingg plays a pivotal role in meeting the learners' communicative needs. 

Takingg the goals of ELTT programs as a guide, future secondary teachers of 
Englishh are supposed to be competent in English to use the language to communi-
catee with secondary students. To deal with improving the communicative compe-
tence,, teachers have to be autonomous in learning English for their own personal 
andd professional development. 

5.. SUMMARY 

Ann examination of the goals of English language instruction at secondary level and 
ELTTT programs at university level, teaching and learning practices, the communica-
tivee needs of Vietnamese learners of English and the results from the empirical stud-
iess revealed that graduates' communicative competence is far from satisfactory and 
thatt they lack learner autonomy. 

Learningg materials creating opportunities for learners to use the foreign language 
inn purposeful communication and with the emphasis on learner autonomy as a key to 
successfull  learning are of crucial importance to remedy this situation. This corre-
spondss with the issue President Tran Due Luong addressed in his newsletter to 
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teacherss and students at the beginning of the academic year 2003-2004, concerning 
thee main task of education, 

.... Attention should be paid to renewing the curriculum and innovating teaching meth-
odss to develop students' activeness, creativeness and independence in learning. (Tran 
Duee Luong, 2003: 2) 

Whatt should an English language curriculum for developing Vietnamese students' 
autonomyy and communicative competence look like? The next two chapters will 
attemptt to explore this question. 




